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Abstract

We introduce a seamless messaging system for the management of personal messages. The aim of it is

to intercept, filter, interpret, and deliver multi-modal messages (voice, fax,  and/or e-mail messages).

Messages are delivered to the recipient regardless of their target messaging device. Seamless

messaging involves finding the person (if urgent) and delivering the information to them on their

cellular phone, pager, laptop, nearest fax, telephone, or desktop computer. The system includes a set

of personal agents that classify and act on incoming messages based on their content. The user

specifies the classes and actions to the agent as a set of high-level rules. This allows the user to specify

rules that are independent of the messaging system and target devices. A personal agent ÒSecretaryÓ

is responsible for mediating between the different messaging environments, the target devices, and

other interacting applications (e.g., calendars, e-mail programs, etc.). The design of this Seamless

Messaging System is based on the integration of three technologies, ubiquitous computing,

information filtering, and telematics. The system has been implemented on a Lotus Notes platform.

What makes the system unique is its approach to treating a message in a universal manner, its ability

to mediate between different messaging devices, and its ability to try to determine the availability of

the user.



1.  Introduction

A new era of communications is commencing

with the development of Personal

Communication Systems (PCS) that will allow

communication with persons wherever they

are, support personal mobility from one

terminal to another, support mobile terminals,

support user customized services, and a

universal personal identification number. This

paper addresses the problems associated with

the management of personal messages across

heterogeneous networks and considers this as

an important functionality of a PCS system.

This field of study we call ÒSeamless

MessagingÓ (SM) and primarily involves the

integration of the following key technologies,

information filtering, and telematics. The SM

paradigm allows the recipient of the message

be located if necessary and the message

tailored to the recipientÕs active target device.

SM allows users to work in distributed

personal workspaces and have messages

created and delivered how, when, where, and if

they wish them to be. In this environment

wireless networks will be essential in

supporting mobile and remote access.

As communication barriers across networks

come down, the amount of information readily

available increases dramatically and it becomes

necessary to filter that information, both to

make the end-user more efficient and reduce

the cost of processing the information. For

example, currently wireless communicationÕs

transmission data rates are slow and air time is

expensive and therefore messages with large

information content must be filtered.

Information filtering and filtering of mail

messages have been a research topic for a

number of years and are not a main topic of

discussion in this article, but are usually

integrated into a system for the management

of messages.

The area of telematics[2][3] is an investigation

of remote monitoring and is crucial to the

addition of enhanced intelligence and

background computing. Current messaging

systems rely on the user directly specifying

their schedule and location so that messages

may be routed appropriately. The use of

telematics on current computing environments

will reduce the amount of information a user

has to specify to the system since some of this

information can be deduced from other

sources. For example, monitoring a personÕs

electronic schedule and integrating this with

the state of their personal devices can be used

to determine how an urgent message can be

delivered to them.



Figure 1. System Architecture
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2.  Modeling Seamless
Messaging

In developing a model for Seamless

Messaging the system must exhibit certain

features; the ability to manage both

asynchronous and isochronous message

modalities, be easily customized by the end

user, and be modular enough that features to

the system can easily be added or removed.

For asynchronous communications the system

maintains a universal message box that can

handle multi-modal messages. Isochronous

messaging requires timely delivery of the

message and must consider the result of delays

on the source of the data. Figure 1 shows the

structure of the SM system and the flow of

information between the processes of the

system. Notice that there are 2 paths for a

message to take, either into the universal

message box if it is asynchronous

(connectionless) or directly connected to the

output device drivers for isochronous

communications. The internal signaling ring is

used to handle control signals among the

processes of the SM system.

The system modules or processes can be

divided into 4 groups of processes: the

ÒMessage WatcherÓ, the ÒPersonal AgentsÓ,

the ÒDevice ManagerÓ, and the ÒService

ProcessesÓ. The ÒMessage WatcherÓ

processes are designed as monitoring

processes that wait for incoming messages and

format these messages into a unified

representation for the system to process. They

are the first processes that are triggered in the

system. The ÒPersonal AgentsÓ are software

processes designed to act on behalf of the user

by performing a particular task. All personal

agents share one common design criteria; they

are designed to perform a particular well

defined task based on a set of constraints

specified by the user and must be

customizable by the user at run time. The

ÒDevice ManagerÓ attempts to deliver the

message by invoking the appropriate device

driver and passing it the required information.

2.1 Workflow

 The ÒSignaling RingÓ is used to symbolize

the fact that the processes communicate with

each other by placing inter-process message

blocks into a common area that the other

processes have access to. Message blocks

contain an identification tag which triggers the

appropriate recipient process to take the

message out of the common area and interpret

it. The system is easily extendible by defining

a new process and the type of messages the

process should respond to. Although

conceptually any process can communicate

with another process on the message ring, in

reality the workflow is predetermined.

The system is triggered by some message

arriving and this message can be any one of

several types, (e.g., Email, FAX, Voice, etc.).

The initiation of the workflow is performed by

the ÒMessage WatcherÓ processes which place

a control block on the ÒSignaling RingÓ

together with the identification tag that will

indicate the next operation to be performed on



the message. Normally, the identification tag

will trigger the ÒClassifierÓ agent to read the

control block and retrieve the required

information about the message. The

ÒClassifierÓ agent formats a new control

block which it places on the Signaling Ring

indicating the message has been successfully

classified. The next step is taken by the

ÒAction DefinerÓ which defines the action to

be performed based on the class of the

message. Again, a new control block is created

by the ÒAction DefinerÓ and placed on the

ring. This time the ÒSecretaryÓ agent is

triggered whose role is to interpret any of the

actions associated with the message. There will

be some situations where the ÒSecretaryÓ may

not have sufficient information to process the

message, for example when the message is of

an urgent type and the user must be located.

In this case additional resources are required

to help find the user. Once the ÒSecretaryÓ

determines what device is to handle the

message, a control block is created and placed

on the ÒSignaling RingÓ to trigger the

ÒDevice ManagerÓ to determine what device

to use to contact the user. The device driver

may need to massage the body of the message

into an appropriate format for the physical

device. For example, if the message is text

only and the target device is only able to

handle audio, (i.e. a telephone), some text to

speech conversion must be carried out.

2.2 Personalizing the System

This particular system contains three personal

agents: a ÒClassifierÓ, an ÒAction DefinerÓ,

and a ÒSecretaryÓ agent. The end user

personalizes the system by specifying his/her

desires to the agents.

2.2.1 Classifier Agent

The ÒClassifierÓ agentÕs role is to look

through an incoming message and classify the

message into a set of classes as defined by the

user. The user can define any number and any

type of classes for a message along with a set

of rules that helps determine if the message fits

the defined class type. These rules take on an

appearance similar to the following rules,

DEFINE class_name AS

((attribute [operator] value)

OR (attribute [operator] value).....

AND ((attribute [operator] value)

OR (attribute [operator] value)... )

AND ((attribute [operator] value)

OR (attribute [operator] value)... )

. . .

In this example, the class_name will be

associated with the messages that evaluate the

expression after the keyword AS to TRUE.

This expression is composed of a number of

(attribute [operator] value) sets connected by

Boolean operators. The currently available

attributes are sender, recipients, number of

recipients, date received, number of lines,

subject, message body, and other defined

classes.  The operators available are =, !=, <=,

>=, <, >.  Obviously not all are applicable to all

fields, and the operator meaning can differ.



For example, Ònumber of recipients = 2 Ó

means an equality, whereas Òbody = Ôthis is

an exampleÕÓ means Òbody contains Ôthis is

an exampleÕÓ.

2.2.2 Action Definer Agent

The ÒAction DefinerÓ agentÕs role is to take a

classified message and attach to that message

an action to be performed on the message.

Specification of the type of action to be

performed to the message is similar to that

done for the classifier agent, i.e. as a set of

rules that map classes of messages to actions.

A typical example of a rule has the following

form,

IF class_name ACTION (action_1,

action_2, ..., action_n).

Which specifies that if a message has been

classified as class_name perform actions

(action_1, action_2, ..., action_n).

Actions are divided into 2 types: direct and

subjective actions. Direct actions are actions

that can be resolved directly by the ÒDevice

ManagerÓ and require little or no

interpretation. These actions can be serviced

directly by the ÒDevice ManagerÓ. Subjective

actions require more interpretation and

therefore are processed by the ÒSecretaryÓ

before being serviced by the ÒDevice

ManagerÓ. Examples of these two types of

actions are the following, Òphone_me Ô555-

1234ÕÓ is a typical direct action, while

Òcontact_meÓ is a subjective action requiring

further interpretation. These more abstract

subjective actions are open to interpretation

and depend on the particular process and the

situation of the user or available inputs.

2.2.3 Secretary Agent

The ÒSecretaryÓ agentÕs role is to act upon

any of the actions attached to a message. The

secretary must first decide the type of action

the message has, is it a direct or a subjective

action. If it is a direct action then it can be

passed directly to the ÒDevice ManagerÓ so it

can process the message. If the message has

the subjective action then the ÒSecretaryÓ has

to interpret the action. An example of this is

the Òcontact_meÓ action.

 The Òcontact_meÓ action requires the

secretary to use whatever resources are at its

disposal to determine where the user may be.

At the moment it uses a unique hierarchical

scheduling structure to determine the

availability of the user. The scheduling

concept uses a 3 tier hierarchical scheduler

that represents 3 abstractions of  time

management. Commencing from a default

description of a userÕs day (9-5 Workday), to

a more refined blocked-off scheduled events (

10-12 talk, 2-4 meeting), to finally a set of

temporary changes which reflect the instant

picture of where the user is located (11-12:30

JohnÕs Office). The more detailed temporary

changes take precedence over the userÕs

scheduled events which in turn take

precedence over the default day. This idea is

what is shown in the Top View of the

hierarchical scheduler shown in Figure 2.



3.  Implementation  and
Discussion

The system has been implemented using

Lotus Notes as the underlying development

environment [6,7]. The system, as currently

implemented, can manage both voice and e-

mail messages. E-mail messaging is a typical

example of asynchronous communications

and therefore are immediately stored into the

Universal Message Box and processed. If a

message is categorized to be immediately

delivered to the end-user the system takes the

action to actively deliver the message through

a pager, a telephone (using text to speech), fax,

or forwarded to another e-mail address. Any

message that is not categorized to be delivered

to the user is kept in the Universal Message

Box and can be retrieved, via the telephone or

using a client on a workstation. Voice is an

example of isochronous communications and

is not immediately stored in the Universal

Message Box. Instead the incoming call is

classified and delivered immediately to a

device that can manage isochronous voice

communications. If this is not possible a voice

message is taken and stored in the Universal

Message Box, which now can be manipulated

exactly like an e-mail message.

The system is being used at the Seamless

Personal Information Networking (SPIN)

group at NRC. We feel it is important to use

the system on a daily basis in order to evaluate

its strength and weaknesses. The Personal

Agents are evolving as the system is used in

our daily work. Learning how to manage the

Class and Action rule databases will require

some time. The Classifier and associated filter

process will need to be improved and adapted

as we learn more about how we ourselves

manage our messages. We are actively working

on a new implementation of the filter process,

one which uses machine learning. This easy

replacement of the various modular processes

and tasks is one of the major advantage of the

architecture we have adopted.
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Figure 2. Hierarchical time-management scheduler



A significant amount of work remains to be

done. This version of the system is a prototype

that allows us to experiment further either with

the modules of the system or the design of the

system itself. We also hope to experiment with

the delivery of interactive voice to a multi-

media equipped workstation. This will involve

interfacing speech right to the desktop via a

Computer Telephony Integration (CTI)

application. We also hope to carry out  work in

the area of background monitoring for

telematics. Background monitoring involves

using various sensors, for example, motion

detectors or video cameras, to gain

information about the user environment, which

can be used by the ÒPeople FinderÓ[9].
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